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Starting with the back of the door and the center screw removed from
the lock assembly, the cam, rods and back of lock assembly should
look like this.

Have a technical question? Need to report

freight damage? Visit our Support page
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Create a Help Ticket for the fastest service
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down.

Creating a Help Ticket

With the rods located inside of the nylon guides top & bot
the cam and locking rods so they resemble those in the p
straight line. At this point make sure the the rods are prot
through the top and bottom of the door.

Position the cam onto the square pin on the back of the lo
and insert the screw and tighten.

With the rods located inside of the nylon guides top & bottom, position
the cam and locking rods so they resemble those in the photo, in a
straight line. At this point make sure the the rods are protruding
through the top and bottom of the door.
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and insert the screw and tighten.

Turn the key 90 degrees to the unlocked position and check that the
rods are ﬂush or slightly recessed into the door to allow it open.

After Sales Support Team Responds in 24 - 48 hrs.
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